
 
 

LEADING ROBOTICS PLATFORM CLARAPATH 

RAISES $15M SERIES B TO TRANSFORM 

ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY 
 

Investors Northwell Health, Epiphron Capital, and P5 Health Ventures fuel 

development of Clarapath’s SectionStar device 

 

Eric Feinstein named Chief Executive Officer 

 

HAWTHORNE, NY (November 2020) – Clarapath, a leading pathology robotics 

platform that delivers automated anatomic pathology solutions, has closed $15 

million in a Series B funding, bringing the total raised to over $22 million. Co-

leading the round are Epiphron Capital and Northwell Ventures, the corporate 

venture arm of Northwell Health, New York’s largest healthcare provider with 23 

hospitals and 800 outpatient facilities. Also joining the round is P5 Health 

Ventures, who will also join the Board of Directors. Northwell Health continues to 

be an active partner in the development of the Company’s signature technology, 

the SectionStar™ device. 

Clarapath is the developer of SectionStar™, an integrated robotics platform 

designed to standardize and digitally transform anatomic pathology. The fully 

automated device will act as the eye, hand and brain of a traditional lab technician 

and provide better quality biopsy slides, faster turnaround times and lower costs for 

laboratories.  

SectionStar™ will deliver significant clinical and operational benefits, some of 

which include: 

• Operational—through automation, laboratories will be able to reduce 

overhead, solve for critical labor shortages and enable downstream 

functionality. Lab standardization 

• Quality—standardization of slides will enable digital pathology and 

eliminate potential human error.  

• Impact—faster turnaround time will enable better and efficient patient care, 

also allowing for telepathology between provider and patient. 

 

About Clarapath 

Clarapath was founded in 2014 as a spin-off of Dr. Partha Mitra's research on high-

throughput neuroanatomy at Cold Spring Harbor Labs. In order to facilitate whole-

https://conversahealth.com/
https://www.northwell.edu/


brain digital neuroanatomy research, Dr. Mitra was processing hundreds of 

thousands of tissue samples using the tape-transfer method for high-quality 

microtomy (cutting tissue into micrometer-thin sections for further analysis). The 

tape-transfer method was originally developed to facilitate the transport of only 

frozen tissue sections to glass slides for clinical application of anatomic pathology. 

Historically, tape-transfer has not been used for paraffin wax tissue processing. 

Based on this experience, Dr. Mitra had the idea to use the tape-transfer method as 

a foundation to develop a fully automated microtomy system.  The device, named 

SectionStar, takes paraffin tissue blocks as inputs and provides glass slides with 

sliced tissue as outputs. The device is being developed in close concert with 

Northwell Health and the Northwell Health Laboratory. SectionStar will be 

transformative toward improving patient care, decreasing costs, and enhancing the 

quality and consistency of tissue preparation. The SectionStar further automates 

the last remaining manual process in histopathology. 


